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Abstract 

 Sustainability has become a method of development imposed by the present era, which is 

characterized by development and rapid change, which imposes on countries, bodies, 

organizations, civil society institutions and individuals to accompany it until the social balance 

resulting from globalization and its negative effects are acquired, and the acquired world has 

acquired the interest of the developed world. It focuses on sustainable integrated economic 

growth, environmental stewardship, and social and technological . 

Despite the technological advances that have been made in the garment and textile industry, 

there is not a significant waste in the various stages of the industry that results in residues during 

the different manufacturing stages, and the remains of the ready-made garment production 

requirements are considered to be of little exploitation that should be used. So, recycling them 

back is usable for furnishing supplements to achieve sustainability. 

 The research  aims to Provide sustainable home furnishing accessories with leftovers for ready-

made garment production , Study the percentage of specialists agreement towards home 

furnishing accessories decorated with the remains of garment production requirements to 

achieve sustainability , Study the percentage of consumables agreement towards home 

furnishing accessories decorated with the remains of garment production requirements to 

achieve sustainability. 

The research follows a descriptive approach with analysis and application to suit it to achieve 

the research objectives 

The study concluded  that  There are statistically significant differences between the averages 

of evaluation of home furnishing accessories decorated with leftover garment production 

requirements for sustainability  in achieving the evaluation aspects (as a whole) according to 

the opinions of specialists,  There are statistically significant differences between the mean of 

the pillars of evaluation of home furnishing accessories decorated with leftover garment 

production requirements for sustainability  according to the opinions of specialists ,There are 

statistically significant differences between the averages of evaluating home furnishing 

accessories decorated with leftover garment production requirements for sustainability  in 

achieving the evaluation items (as a whole) according to the opinions of consumers   , There is a 

correlation between the arrangement of specialists and the arrangement of disposables for home 

furnishing accessories decorated with leftover garment production requirements for 

sustainability. 
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